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Tradition and innovation are two sides of the same coin. Every innovation first has  

to prove itself, be found successful over the course of the years and enhanced before it 

finally becomes a good tradition. This awareness has been the basis of all our actions  

for around 200 years now. 

J. MÜLLER is meanwhile a byword for an enormous variety of highly specialised  

services that cover all aspects of the port and logistics business. Our operating 

company, J. MÜLLER Weser GmbH & Co. KG, works under the umbrella of a medium- 

sized, family run public limited company and has built up a comprehensive service 

portfolio to implement the product and market strategies of the J. MÜLLER Group.

From grain and feedstuffs to forest products, from coffee to iron and steel, from  

wind turbines to marine proteins – whenever special services are required, you can 

count on us. We take care of your entire logistics requirements, such as handling, 

storage, processing and distribution, as a one-stop shop. Focussing consistently on  

the customer’s requirements, we work flexibly, sustainably and rationally, constantly 

meeting the most stringent quality standards using state-of-the-art equipment.  

Our corporate policy revolves around the core idea of customer service.  

all of the above has made us the most efficient  

port terminal operator on the lower Weser. 

Jan Müller, Chief Executive Officer of J. MÜLLER AG

living The change, 
preserving values
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Transhipment of grain, feedstuffs and other bulk goods, forest products  
and breakbulk 
26 km from the mouth of the Weser 
Max. depth 12.20 m
Bulk goods: silo and flat storage capacities of more than 550,000 tonnes 
Outdoor storage: 81,000 m2

Diverse wagon and truck loading facilities
Comprehensive processing options

Brake
agriculTural Terminal
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Transhipment of forest products, iron, steel, wind turbines  
and project cargo 
26 km from the mouth of the Weser 
Max. depth 11.90 m
Operating area of 140,000 m2

8000 m2 warehouse space, a further 28,000 m2 available by 2020
All sites are suitable for handling heavy loads
2 berths for seagoing vessels
Crane capacities up to 145 tonnes, up to 210 tonnes in tandem 

Brake niedersachsenkai  
(BreAkBulk TerMinAl)
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Transhipment of coffee and cocoa
53 km from the mouth of the Weser
Max. depth 9 m
15,000 m2 warehouse space
Silo capacities of 65,000 tonnes
800 silo storage modules
Wide range of processing options 
Container capacities of up to 2000 Teu

Bremen
coffee Terminal
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Transhipment of grain, feedstuffs and other bulk goods 
53 km from the mouth of the Weser
Max. depth 10.20 m
Storage capacities: 100,000 tonnes
3 silo areas with 220 compartments
6 technically linked flat stores [24,000 tonnes]
Truck loading facilities

Bremen
grain sTorage faciliTy 
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agriculTural producTs  
We are [agro-] economically minded

coffee
Wide-awake logistics for your coffee beans 

foresT producTs
Sustainable options for renewable products

iron and sTeel
Clear-cut arguments for this industry

Wind poWer
Full of energy for your cargo

BreakBulk and projecT cargo 
High & heavy in good hands

oTher goods
Comprehensive skills for goods of all kinds

your producTs –  
our experTise 
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Wide-aWake logisTics  
for your coffee Beans 

coffee
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EXPERTISE: We have more than 50 years of 

experience of green coffee logistics and are a major 

partner for the coffee industry in Germany  

and other european countries. in Bremen, we have 

modern silo handling facilities and storage capacities 

of more than 90,000 tonnes. Our trimodal  

container terminal at the Hansakai pier is linked to 

numerous european container ports via rail, inland 

waterway or road. We are also a certified bonded 

warehouse for iCe Futures europe [robusta]  

and iCe Futures u.S. [Arabica].

SERVICES: Our portfolio ranges from tranship-

ment, quality control and sampling to specialist 

storage, processing and packaging right through to 

transport of the coffee to its destination. On 

request, we also clean and blend the different  

green coffees in accordance with your individual 

instructions. We are also happy to attend to 

documentation and customs clearance via ATlAS  

as well as container tracking. For upstream and 

downstream logistics and distribution requirements, 

we either use our own fleet [B-lOG] or cooperate 

with efficient partner companies.  

Storage, cleaning and blending, warehouse 

and transport logistics as well as diverse 

services: your coffee is our prime concern.

agriculTural producTs 

We are [agro-]  
economically minded

LOCATION: The seaport of Brake is located at the 

intersection of international agricultural logistics 

flows and in the direct vicinity of the north-western 

German compound feed industry, making us the 

ideal partner for handling your grain and feedstuffs. 

The grain storage facility in Bremen provides  

substantial additional capacities. 

CAPACITIES: We have the largest coherent silo  

facility in europe and can discharge 20,000 tonnes 

of agricultural goods a day. Our storage facilities 

in Brake and Bremen can hold a total of more than 

650,000 tonnes. Modern self-service stations 

mean that goods can be collected at any time. 

ACCESSIBILITY: Trimodal transport connections 

[road, rail, water] guarantee flexibility and  

customised solutions for agricultural transports. 

PROCESSING: Our comprehensive services, each  

of which can be ordered individually, include product 

treatment , i.e. dehydration, aspiration, crushing, 

milling and shredding. We offer separate handling 

and storage of GM-free and organic products,  

fertilisers and feed additives. 

Good reason for you to entrust us with  

handling four million tonnes of agricultural 

products every year.
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clear-cuT argumenTs  
for This indusTry

iron and sTeelforesT producTs
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LOCATION: We have invested substantial sums  

to make niedersachsenkai in Brake a flagship 

terminal on the German coast. With a 450-metre 

long quay, state-of-the-art crane equipment,  

a total site potential of 500,000 m2 and trimodal 

transport connections to the european hinter- 

land, we are one of the premium transhipment  

locations for the iron and steel market.

EQUIPMENT. Whether heavy plate or large  

pipes, coils or slabs, sheet piling, special wire 

products or steel girders, we have the right 

equipment to handle all these goods.  

EXPERIENCE: Decades of expertise in the iron 

and steel sector ensure that we are a customer- 

driven, efficient partner for the steel market.  

Our extensive covered and outdoor storage areas 

are suitable for a wide variety of uses, such as 

prefabrication, consolidation or distribution.

Whether coils, sheets or pipes:  

we are wired for efficiency. 

susTainaBle opTions  
for reneWaBle producTs

LOCATION ADVANTAGE: Our seaport terminal in 

Brake has covered storage areas for pulp, paper and 

other forest products. With a throughput of more 

than one million tonnes, we are the largest cellulose 

import location in Germany. excellent rail connec-

tions ensure that most destinations in europe with a 

rail siding can be reached within 48 hours.

EXPERIENCE: Because we have specialised in  

handling pulp and paper for around 50 years, we  

pay particular attention to the correct storage  

and treatment of each individual type of product. 

large parts of our premises, for example, are  

fitted with a floor covering designed specifically  

for the storage of paper.

EXPERTISE: Our product and transport competence 

also benefits many other areas. As part of our  

Cargo Care service package, for instance, we inspect 

the quality of your goods and also attend to any 

damage that has occurred. in addition to numerous 

ancillary services such as container stuffing and 

stripping, we can also organise transport to and 

from the port for you.

Pulp, paper, round and sawn timber,  

wood materials: we can always see the  

wood for the trees.



HIGH-POWERED: The seaport of Brake has 

evolved into one of the leading hubs of the global 

wind energy industry. Over the last decade, we have 

transhipped several thousand wind turbines at  

the terminal. The total output of these turbines is  

almost equal to the energy generated by four  

nuclear power stations. 

SPECIALISTS: The basis for this efficiency is  

niedersachsenkai, which was inaugurated in 2009. 

it has specialist hoisting equipment and transport 

vehicles and extensive space for the storage,  

consolidation, assembly, maintenance and tranship- 

ment of all components. Clever logistics ensure 

that the required human resources, equipment  

and components are always at the right place at the 

right time throughout the port.

UNCOMPLICATED: even when all the components 

have left our premises, you continue to benefit from 

the unbeatable advantage of our location, as there  

is no need for a police escort for the transport of your 

components by truck to and from Brake.

We know which way the wind blows.

high & heavy  
in good hands

BreakBulk and projecT cargoWind poWer
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full of energy  
for your cargo

LOCATION: When it comes to project cargo and 

heavy lifts, the seaport of Brake is one of the 

leading transhipment hubs on the German north 

Sea coast. extensive logistics areas provide ample 

space and our highly specialised equipment and 

heavy-lift cranes ensure fast and careful handling  

of a wide range of goods.

HANDLING: Whether heavy machinery, rolling 

stock, conventional general cargo or even complete 

industrial plants – we are experts when it comes  

to handling industrial goods, making us the  

ideal partner for this sector. We ensure correct  

transhipment, have comprehensive storage 

facilities and also attend to pre- and final assembly 

as well as maintenance work in cooperation with 

local craftsmen and service providers.

Entrust your heavy goods  

to our experienced hands.
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EXPERTISE: Sulphur, bulk, building materials or 

scrap – our skills are as varied as the raw materials 

we handle. We have modern equipment for the 

specialist treatment of all kinds of materials as well 

as extensive sites for interim storage. Thanks to 

highly efficient logistics, we have all project phases 

under control.

SCRAP: in Brake, we tranship new scrap from the 

automobile industry as well as Category E1 and E3 

old scrap. Cranes with powerful motor grabs as well 

as special-purpose diggers and wheel loaders are 

available for fast handling. 

BUILDING MATERIALS:  Whether grit, granite, 

sand or gravel – Brake has sufficient water depths 

and extensive outdoor sites for optimum interim 

storage. The goods are handled using large-scale 

equipment such as shovel loaders and excavators.  

if necessary, all materials can be delivered to  

the consignee in trucks with special box dumpers.

BULK GOODS: earth, sand, minerals and many 

other kinds of grab-handled cargo are increasingly 

transhipped at the seaport of Brake. in addition  

to our state-of-the-art bulk cargo shed, which has a 

capacity of 40,000 tonnes, there are further 

storage areas at the port. efficient transport links  

by barge, truck and train ensure just-in-time 

delivery to the customer.

SULPHUR: The largest sulphur treatment and 

handling plant in europe is located in Brake  

and means maximum flexibility for us. liquid sulphur 

is taken into storage via pipeline from rail tank 

wagons into special tanks, transhipped into heated 

tanker vessels while still liquid or solidified and 

transferred to bulk carriers before it is shipped to 

destinations all over the globe.

We are the experts for goods of all kinds.

oTher goods

Our extensive covered and outdoor storage facilities 

in Brake and Bremen, combined with the expertise  

of specially trained staff, offer diverse options  

for making your transport logistics even more  

efficient. Our range of ancillary services includes, 

for example: 

Blending various kinds of green coffee in  

accordance with your individual requirements

shredding, milling, crushing, dehydration  

and aspiration of agricultural products

handling and storage of gm-free and certified 

organic agricultural products

container stripping and stuffing 

use of our sites for the pre-assembly of plant 

components 

Our modern inventory management system enables 

the extremely efficient organisation of all storage 

processes as well as all ancillary transport  

logistics services. 

Maximum flexibility for your product –  

no matter what it requires.  

value added services

comprehensive skills  
for goods of all kinds

all services  
from one single source



logisTics: We can transport your goods to any 

requested national or international destination on 

the most economically efficient route thanks to the 

permanent availability of vast transport capacities. 

Our self-service stations for agricultural products 

mean that goods can be collected at any time. 

B-log: Truck transports of GMP+-compliant 

agricultural products and bulk goods are no problem 

for us. Our truck joint venture B-LOG is designed to 

meet the needs of all players, from the agricultural 

trade and processing business to the compound  

feed industry, malting plants and farmers.

agency: We provide a full range of agency 

services for ships 24/7. Whether registration with 

the German authorities, ordering the necessary 

pilotage or towage services, supplying fuel oil, fresh 

water or provisions, disposal of shipboard waste or 

all services in connection with crew changes, we 

make sure that your vessel can set out for the next 

port of call at full speed. 

charTering: When it comes to inland waterway 

and ocean chartering, we have a resource that 

scores top marks: our extensive and excellent 

connections to the owners of barges and seagoing 

vessels. This gives us access to enormous transport 

capacities which in turn offer you maximum 

flexibility when it comes to departure frequencies 

and deliveries. Moreover, we operate our own 

high-performance private fleet which specialises  

in the transport of dry bulk, grains and feedstuffs 

as well as project cargo and breakbulk. Thanks  

to our joint venture Müller & Oorburg Logistics,  

we now operate on all European waterways.

quickly and safely  
from a To B 

clear The decks for efficienT 
TransporT and logisTics
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TransporT and services agency services and charTering



J. MÜLLER Aktiengesellschaft

J. MÜLLER Weser GmbH & Co. KG

MÜLLER & OORBURG Logistics GmbH

LogServ Logistik Service GmbH

B-LOG Bulk Logistik GmbH

J. MÜller Aktiengesellschaft

neustadtstraße 15

D-26919 Brake

phone  +49 4401 914 0

fax  +49 4401 914 109

info@jmueller.de 

www.jmueller.de/en


